COMMAND CENTRAL ANALYTICS

EASILY TURN STRATEGIC PLANNING INTO MEASURABLE ACTION

ARE YOU MAKING THE RIGHT DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS?
In an increasingly scrutinized world, the more agency initiatives are based in fact, and results can be quantified, the better. Unfortunately, making sense of big data is oftentimes a manual, time-consuming process. Easily turn strategic planning into measurable action by automating advanced data analysis with CommandCentral Analytics.

KEEP YOUR STAFF INFORMED AND IN SYNC
Not only can custom dashboards be shared among staff to better inform decisions, but the data itself can be shared among agencies to provide a more holistic understanding of activity. Your analytical intelligence is also accessible anywhere you are, from any device, so you can always be in the know.

UNDERSTAND ACTIVITY IN UNPRECEDENTED VISUAL DETAIL
Advanced data analysis unifies all of your available information into intuitive views to help you make more sense of activity. Recognize patterns by customizing maps, graphs and charts to target specific problems and drill down into the details of recurring incidents for greater understanding.

EFFECTIVELY DIRECT TIME AND RESOURCES
With the increasing need to evolve from faster response to better prevention, more accurately anticipate incidents with the Predictive Feature Pack. Targeted area predictions provide context to specific high-risk locations, allowing personnel to engage with the community and proactively patrol to prevent incidents.

REQUEST A DEMO:
Register Online at motorolasolutions.com/spssdemo
FEATURES

• **Advanced Data Analysis:** Unify historical incident data from your computer-aided dispatch and records management systems in the form of heat charts, graphs, maps and activity timeline views. Filter data by date, incident type and area for more targeted exploration.

• **Custom Dashboards:** In addition to five preconfigured dashboards, create an unlimited number of custom dashboards with your preferred layout, the information you want to see and how you want to see it.

• **Full Case Narrative Support:** Read historical event narratives and incident information within each display, pulled directly from your computer-aided dispatch and records management systems.

• **Data Quality And Validation:** Eliminate common data entry errors such as mis-mapped and mis-classified incidents. The Data Quality and Validation (DQV) tool includes simple click-to-correct functionality and rule assignments to ensure mis-mappings are fixed and prevented in the future.

• **Dashboard Sharing:** Share dashboards with personnel via email reports, automatically or ad hoc. Dashboards can be shared amongst any CommandCentral Analytics users as well as with external contacts.

• **Interjurisdictional Data Sharing:** Compile, review, and analyze data across two or more agencies at the same time. Switching from your agency’s data to all shared data is as simple as the click of an on/off switch.

• **Shapefile Integration:** Segment your operating picture into separate beats or zones in order to provide staff with dashboards detailing the activity that occurred in their areas.

• **Device Agnostic:** Work seamlessly from desktop to mobile. CommandCentral Analytics is accessible via web browser on any computer as well as from any tablet or smartphone running Android or iOS.

**ADDITIONAL FEATURE PACK**

Predictive Feature Pack:

• Targeted Area Predictive Analysis
• Prediction Mapping
• Prediction Tiering

**PROCEED WITH INTELLIGENCE ACROSS YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION**

Whether interested in expanding your team with a dedicated intelligence position, or just looking to augment existing workflows, we have solutions purpose-built for you. Learn more about all of our intelligence offerings and how they can help you uncover deeper insights and increase situational awareness by visiting motorolasolutions.com/intelligence.

**INVEST FOR TODAY AND THE FUTURE WITH COMMANDCENTRAL**

By integrating your technology investments with the cloud-based CommandCentral platform, break down silos so you can utilize your new and existing technologies, together. Rapidly processing your various datasets extracts real-time, actionable intelligence that is then delivered through purpose-built applications designed to meet your specific workflow needs.

Deploying with the cloud allows you to minimize capital expenditures, reduce overhead and easily scale to your agency’s needs. You are also protected with end-to-end security, enabling compliance to all major security standards including CJIS, FedRAMP and FISMA.

For more information about CommandCentral Analytics, visit motorolasolutions.com/analytics